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A LENS WITH VARIABLE FOCUS. of doing this is represented \ in the engraving, which we 

The human eye has frequently been compared with the take from La Nature. 
camera obscura, and in many respects this compariROn serves In a dark chamber an opaque cylindrical hood, provided 
to illustrate the formation and action of the eye; but one of with a longitudinal slot, is placed over a lamp in such a 
its. most sensitive members, the crystalline lens, is so far manner that the rays of light can only pass through the 
superior to all instruments that can be produced, that all slot, and are thrown upon a screen of ground glass, upon 
attempts to illustrate its nature and functions by means of which graduated lines are drawn. Another similar screen is 
instruments have so far been in vain. The camera is only placed upon a standard provided with a scule. alld the variable 
adapted to clearly produce the images of objects when they lens is placed in the middle between the two screens. The 
are within certain limited distances govemed by the nature pressure in the variable lens is equal to the ordinary air 
of the lens, whereas images are produced in the human pressure. A lens of known strength which prodnces a 
eye with the greatest clearness, independently of distances. real image on the second screen is added to the combination. 
This property is due 10 the crystalline lens, which, under Then the lens and the second screen are gradually moved 
certain influences which we cannot examine here, changes from the lamp, but always in such a manner that the lens is 
its form and produces greater or less deviations in the direc- midway between the screens, unlil an image of the figures on 
tions of the pencils oli luminous rays thut enter the eye. the first screen is seen clearly on the second. Th!! pressure 

Dr. Cusco, who has occupied himself very extensively of the water in the variable lens is then gradually increased 
with ophthalmology, has in vent-
ed a lens 'with variable focus 
which beautifully shows the ac
tion of crystalline lens. A metal 
ring of a suitable thickness is 
mounted on. the top of a hollow 
standard, and two disks of glass 
are secured in the ring, one at 
each edge, with tight joints. 
The hollow disk thus formed is 
filled with water or some other 
transparent liquid, and the hol
low standard is connected with 
a small reservoir thut caD be con
v€'niently raised or lowered. as 
may be desired, or with a rub
ber syringe bulb connected by 
means of flexible tnbing. 

The reservoir must be adapten 
to be raised or 10'Yered so as to 
permiL of varying the pressure 
of the liquid in the apparatus. In 
this case two rings, or double 
disks, are shown, but they are 
provided with cocks so that either 
can be shut off from communi
cation with the rest of the appa
ratus. The apparatus is con
nected with a siphon pressure 
gauge, filled with water or mer-
cury. If the pressure gauge inClicates zero the pressure 
in the apparatus and between the glass disks will be 
equal to the pressure of the exterior air, and the glass disks 
will remain plane, simply forming a refractive disk with 
two surfaces, which cannot produce any variation in the 
divergence and convergence of the pencil of light that 
traverses it; so that if a real image of a luminous object is 
produced on a screen by means of another lens, and the 
above described disk or water lens is interposed so as to 
cause the rays of light to traverse it, the clearness of the 
image will not be impairpel; but if the pressure of the water 
in the apparatus is increased, the disk of glass will swell 
outward under this pressure, and the two disks will form a 
double-convex lens, which produces an augmentation of the 
convergence of the rays of light, anel thereby destroys the 
clearness of the image 011 the Sl:reen. The cbanges of the 
pressure may be very' minute, for the instrument l� so very 
sensitive that the least compression of the rubber bulb, which 
corresponds to 
the most feeble 
variation of the 
pr�ssure, will 
p r o d u c e  a 
change of. the 
focal distance. 
But the experi
ments with this 
interesting in
strument do not 
end here, for a 
concave lens can 
be produced in 
a similar man
ner. If the pres
sure gauge indi
cates zero, the 
rubber bulb o r  
the reservoil' is 
lowered and con
sequently pro
duces a vacuum 
between the two 
disks, so that 
the pressure of 
the outer air 

DR. CUSCO'S LENS WITH VARIABLE FOCUS. 

unt.il this lens produces a clear and exact image on the second 
screen_ The subdivisions on the lines of the screens permit 
of comparing the sizes of the images very accurately. 

NEW COUPLER. 
During the past few years attention has been prominently 

directed to the dangers attending the coupling and uncoup
ling of rail way trucks in sh un ting operutions, and a good 
deal of ingenuity has been expended in devising means of 
diminishing this risk. The inventions which have been 
prodnced for this pUl'pose Illay be broadly divided into two 
classes; namely, first, those in which the ordinary couplings 
are replaced by automatic appliances, which couple the 
trucks on the lulter coming together; and, second, those 
which consist of appliances by means of which the ordinary 
couplings C.tn be connected 01' disconnected without the 
necessity of a man going between the wagons for the pur
pose. As regards inventions of the first class, they are open 
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may, in their turn, be divided into two sub-classes, the first 
compriSing appliances fixed to the wagons (and some effi· 
cient arrangements of this kind have been devised), and the 
second compriSing portable appliances to be carried by the 
men engaged in shunting operations. Mawlam's railway 
trw::k coupler, the illustration of which we take from Engi
neering, belongs to this last-named class. It consists simply 
of a light wooden handle, having mounted on it an instru
ment of the form shown in Fig. 3 of the annexed engrav
ings, this instrument enabling an ordinary coupling link to 
be effectively grasped. The mode of using the instrument 
will be at once understood from an inspection of Figs. 1 and 
2, but we may remark that many shunters prefer keeping 
the handle wholly below the buffers during the coupling 
operation instead of resting it upon the buffers, as shown in 
the last mentioned figure. Mawlam's coupler has now been 
in use about two years at the Northeastern yard at Stockton-

on-Tees, England, and a shorter 
time at some other yards, and 
the testimony of the shunters 
using it is very strongly in its 
favor, both as to the rapidity and 
safety with which it enables the 
work to be done. 
-----_ .. -----

NEW INVENTIONS. 
MI'. William R. Phillips, of 

Milford, Del., has patented an 
improvement in fruit driers, 
which consists in combining with 

. slotted walls slides, cleats, and 
m ova ble cross bars. 

Mr. Gerhart Rauman, of Mid 
dletown, Conu. , bas patented a 
spring closer for doors, gates, and 
blinds. so constructed that it 
will close a door, gate, or blind 
however much or little may be 
opened. 

An improved toy pistol has 
been patented by Mr. Henry S. 
Lockwood. of South Norwalk, 
Conn. The improvement relates 
to pistols having their barrels 
pivoted so that the breech may 
be swung upward to permit 
insertion .. f a cap or cartridge. 

The object of the invention is to dispense with the use of 
springs or catches fOI' holding the barrel in place, and there
by simplify and cheapen the construction of the pistols. 

Mr. Edward P. Haff, of New York city, has patented a 
double crochet needle formed of a tube, into each end of 
which a crochet needle is inserted_ These needles may be 
fine or coarse, and may be replaced by others when desired 
and are inverted ill the tube when not in use. 

MI'. John McAnespey, of Philadelphia, Pa., has patented 
an improvement in ice cream beutel'S, which consists in a 
novel construction and combination of a vertical barred 
beater and an automatic scraper 1'01' removing the ice c ream 
from the interior surface of the can. 

MI'. Emil P. Raether, of New York city, has patented an 
improved bottle stopper especially adapted to bottles con
taining sirups, bittel'S, and other fluids used in restaurants 

An apparatus for filling casks and bottles ,with lager beer 
or other liquid impregnated with air or gas' under pressure , 

so constructed 
that the pressure 
may be regu-

FIE. :2. 
lated as desired 
and w i  t h o u  t 
wasting the li
quid, has been 
patented by Mr. 
J. C. G_Hilpfel.of 
N ew York city. 

A simple and 
efficient appara
tus for extin 
guishing fi r e s  
has been patent· 
ed by Mr. Lewis 
A. Folsom, of 
Dalton,Ga. The 
invention 
sists of 

con
two 

barrels or other 
vessels, set one 
within the other. 
the outer one 
containing sul
phuric or other 
acid, and the 

presses them in-
wardly. forming a double-concave lens. ThiS lens will 
diverge the rays of light and cause the images obtamed by 
another lens to appear more distant. 

This apparatus is very well adapted for obtaining and 
making lenses of a certain power. Each model is specially 
graduated according to the thickness of the glass used, its 
nature, the manner in which it is secured in the ring, etc. , 
as all this influences the action of the pressure of the water. 

It is necessary to determine directly the focal distance 
tlJat COl'l'esponds to a certain given pressyre, Thl;llllethod 

inner one car
ta the objection that, however efficient they muy be, they r bonate of soda �r other alkaline. ?arbonate, and into the 
involve extensive alterations of rolling stock, and u large' latter vessel a thll'd vessel, contammg gunpowder or other 
expenditure, which railway companies are little disposed to explosive, is introduced, tlie explosive vessel having a fuse 
undertake, while, moreover, tbey also involve for their effi- or tube filled with powper connected with it and extending 
cient introduction something like a concerted action be. upward through the cover of the other vessels, so that fire 
tween different railway companies and wagon ow ners-a applied to the tube or fuse will be communicated' to the ex
most difficult thing to secure. Even for this latter reason I plosive in the interior vessel, and cause an explosion which 
alone appliances of the second class are far more likely to will burst asunder the containing vessels, and the�eby cause 
find favor. their contents to mingle, generating a sufficient volume 

These appliances of the second class ab®'fe lDe.utioned. of carbonic acid gas to extinguish the fire. 
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Mr. Gennaro Rossi, of New York, has patented a paint generally comes into market in sticks formed by sucking the totally displaced the old sulphur match. That the latter are 
composition for woodwork, walls, and the bottoms'of ves· phosphorus, which has been melted under warm water, into' somewhat cheaper causes many people to use them and 
8els, to produce a waterproof surface, and on vessels to pre· conical glass tubes, whjch are then closed at both ends and many factories make them. It can be suppressed only by 
vent the adherence of barnacles and grass. dipped into a cylinder of cold water. The phosphorus soon law. On December 23, 1879, Switzerland passed a law for· 

Mr. William L. Gerard, of Junction City, Kan, has rat- solidifies and can be pushed out of the tubes. bidding the introduction and sale of matches and tapers on 
en ted an improved tether, which permits o f  keeping the ani· Phosphorus as it comes into commerce in sticks (the yel· which the common yellow phosphorus is used. In spite of 
mals within a limited space without requiring a long rope low white, or common form) is colorless, or yellowish, and all the agitation against this la w it has been strictly enforced. 
or strap or strong and insurmountable fences. 'rhe inven· translucent; at ordinary temperature it can be cut with a Germany, too, is taking action in the matter, and the Ger· 
tion consists in an anchor or like device attached to the knife, and exhibits a waxy luster on the cut surface. It is man Parliament of June 27 of this year proposed to check the 
halter strap of the animal, so that if the animal steps over insoluble in water and alcohol; ether, ethereal, and fatty oils use of yellow phosphorus by increasing the tax thereon.
the low fence surrounding its pasture the anchor catches on take it up in small quantity. The best solvent for it is sul- I Badische Gewerbezeit. 
the top wire of the fence, thus holding the animal. phide of carbon; chloride of sulphur and sulphide of phos- I [The A merican parlor match is as little known in Ger-

An improved holder for tape, braid, etc., has been patent- phorus dissolve it readily. it melts at 440 C. (1110 Fah.), ' many as the Swedish match is here. The parlor match 
ed by Mr. Edward P. Haff, of New York city. It is formed expanding considerably, and then refracts the light strongly. possesses so many advantages of being convement and cer
of a U·shaped spring clamp, with a double slitted cross piece It boils at 2900 C. (5540 Fah). When heated in the air but lit· . tain that our people seem willing to incur the extra danger 
and roughened or serrated shanks adapted to clasp the sides tie above its melting point it burns with a very luminous! rather than inconvenience themselves by the use of a match 
of the material. flame to phosphoric acid (anhydride). Exposed to the air at that will ignite only on the box, involving the inconvenience 

Messrs. Jules and Charles Schmerber, of Paterson, N. J. , lower temperatures its also oxidizes and burns without flame for smokers of always carrying the prepared surface in the 
and Jules A. Arrault, of New York city, have patented a to phoBphorous acid, which forms a luminous vapor in the pocket. One of the chief objections to parlor matches is 
machine for grinding and mixing plastic cnmpositions or dark, and the ph08phorus gives outa,nalliaceous odor; hence, the ease with which the heads fly off, carrying a spark per· 
substances, such as ryroxyline compounds or others of it must always be kept under water. I haps to some dark corner, where it smoulders for hours, or 
which the solvents or part of the ingredients, being volatile, We have already said that phosphorus is luminous in the lies innocently on the pavement until exploded by the foot 
require working in cl02ed, apparatus to prevent loss of the I 

dark, h:nce its nam�. �11 the last mentioned properties are of the un.suspectin� pedestrian, who, if a lady, is in dan-
volutile portions The inventors make lise of a hollow due to Its great affimty for oxygen. ger of havlllg her skIrts set on fire thereby. -ED.] 
cylinder for receiving the plastic material, formed with u Phosphorlls belongB to the most violent poiwnR, even very I • , • • .. 

steam jacket and fitted with a piston that is to be recipro- small quantities proving fatal. Burns on the skin may i HydraulIc Pumping on the Comstock. 

cated by suitable power, and the cylinder is connected by result fatally if the wound is not well washed out and caused i News from the Comstock announces that the Requa shaft 
passages at its opposite ends with the grinding machine, so to bleed freely. Employment in phosphorus factories is. is to be supplied with hydraulic pumping apparatus, a fact 
that by the movement of the piston the material is forced highly detrim.mtal to the health of workmen, but especially ; which marks just as grcat a change in the engineering of 
back and forth, through the grinder until the operation of for those that have bad teeth. The phosphorus necrosis' the famous lode as any which has preceded it. 
mixing and grinding is completed. caused by its vapor produces a destruction of the jaw bone. ' The present system of pumping is by direct·acting com· 

Messrs. William Cornwall, Sr .. William Cornwall, Jr., If yellow phosphorus is exposed to the action of light, es· pound engines, u sing steam at 100 to 110 pounds, and a 
and Aaron Cornwall, of Louisville, Ky., have recently pa- recially direct sunlight, under all circumstances and in all i vacuum of 26 or 27 inches. The Davey differential valve 
tented an improved machine for mixing materials suitable media, it gradually turns red. This red substance is not a I gear is used with the poppet valves introduced by Mr. Pat· 
for making soap, also for mixing other plastic or pul veru- cbmpound of phosphorus; it is nothing but pure phosphorus, i ton, the able designer of all the new Comstock machinery, 
lent materials for other purposes. The improvement con. the so-called 1'ed -PMspho1'1ts, i. e., an allot.ropic modification and superintendent of the northern group of mines. Steam 
sists in the construction and arrangement of the rot.ating of phosphorn�. By allotropy we understand an unexplained I cylinders of 32 and 64 inches diameter, and pump cylinders 
arms employed for creating currents, which move in oppo- property that certain elements possess of assuming different' of 13, 14, and 15 inches diameter and 7 to 10 foot stroke, 
site directions, but, in different parts of the materials placed conditions with totally unlike properties. 

. 
complete this spl�ndid system of drainage. One of the 

in the mixing vessel or receptacle. Schroetter first made the observation that hear effects the series of pumps-in fact, the one which is now doing duty 

Mr. Hollis C. Trout, of Minneapolis, Minn., has patented same change of common phosphorus into the red that light �n the Req
1
ua shaft-has a double line of pump cylinders, 14 

a receptacle for mail matter, so arranged that its interior can does. When the former, or yellow, is heated for a long time IUche.s by .0 feet. ' "  
be quickly and easily inspected without opening the cover. in an atmosphere of carbonic acid to 2400 or 2500 C. it is It IS � Slg� .of the remarkable dIfficultIes whICh are �re
The sides of the box are formed of wire gauze or of glass, gl'adually converted into the latter, or red. This conversion sented IU mlOIng at the depth of 3,000 feet, t.hat the Im

or glass protected by an exterior covering of wire gm;ze or takes place far more rapidly by heating common phosphorus mense powers 0: :his pump. should have proved unequal to 

any material that will permit a quick inspection of the box to �000 C. in closed iron vesse1s; no increase o� decrease of
, 

the t.ask of dr�InIng the mIne, and tanks hav� lately been 
through the sides. The box is intended principally fo!' the weIght takes place. The substance thus obtaIned has the runnIng that raIsed the water to the surface, whIle the pump

. 
use of residences and stores as a receptacle for newspapers, following properties: 

. . .  . lifted it only from the 2,400 level to the Sutr� tunnel, 8UO 

but it may also be used as a receptacle for other mail mat. Red phosphorus does not change III the all', hence It I S, feet above. Together, the two modes of draInage arc rc-
ter. 

I 
non·luminous; it is in80luble in sulphide of carbon; if per· i ported to have raised 2,000,000 gallons, or 8,000 tons, of 

� .. ____ fectly free from common phosphorus it is not poisonous. In, water daily, a quantity which is probably exaggerated. 
its tendency to chemical union it is far behind the other kind; Even with this extraction of water, the work of the mine 

YELLOW AND RED PHOSPHORUS IN THE MANUFACTURE I .rubbed with oxidizing substances it takes fire only at high I has been seriously impeded by the fear of flooding. It is 
OF MATCHES. i temperature; except with chlorate of p<Jtash it explodes easily! true that the Requa shaft is now handling that remarkably 

BY DR. E. EICHLER. I and with violence. Heated in carbonic acid at ordinary i persistent "water bonanza" that flooded the t:lavage so 
Phosphorus is an element, that is to say, a simple chemi· I pressure to 261" C., it is reconverted into ordinary phos· long. 

cal substance. The ease with which it ignites and the fact I phorus; near this temperature it igr:ites by access of air. At these great depths it has been found extremely trou
of its shining in the dark (to which it owes its name, from the! Red phosphorus is now made in large quantities by con- blesome to maintain the ponderous spear rods which the old 
Greek words signifying" light bearer "), have made it at all tinued heating of the yellow phosphorus. To obtain it per- system of pumping required. They are made of Oregon 
times an object of general interest. Uncombined phosphorus fectly pure the unconverted yellow phosphorus is dissolved pine, in sections 80 feet long, and usually 14 x 14 inches in 
does not occur in nature, its chemical properties rendering it out with sulphide of carbon, which leaves the red form un- section; but with all their strength, they have broken re
impossible for it to remain in a free state during the forma· effected. peatedly in the Comstock mines. Especially when the 
tion of the solid crust of the earth. Its occurrence is I Both modifications find their chief use in match making. water is most abundant, and in those up-cast mines where 
limited to compounds of its acid, "phosphoric acid," with The yellow is used in common matches, the red in so· called ,labor is most severe in the shaft, ate the breaks likely to 
alkalies, especially with lime. Apatite, which occurs in the Swedish (or safety) matches. I occur. 
oldest formations, is chiefly composed of phosphate of lime; In the f'lrmer case the phosphorus is on the head of the Hydraulic pumping has been proposed for years as a 
then, too, there is wavellite, a hydrous phosphate of match, which ignit.e,; by rubbing it on any rough surface, ' remedy for these difficulties, and we are glad to see that the 
alumina, and pyromorphite 0['" pho>;phate of lead. the slight heat thus generated being sufficient to ignite the step of introducing it is to be taken at last. The details of 

In 1669, Brand, of Hamburg, accidentally discovered phos· phosphorus. As conveyance to carry the flame to the wood the scheme have not reached us; but it is reported that the 
phorus while experimenting with urine, and Kllnkel first they generally use sulphur, which is applied to the wood new pumps will be much more powerful than the old. In 
described a method for its preparation from the same mate· beneath the flhosphorus. I any event, it is probable that it will he more effective in the 
rial. Until the middle of the last century urine was.the only In the second case the match heads contain no phosphorus, peculiar circumstances of the Comstock than the present 
source of making phosphorus; hence it could be pre- but substances that readily yield oxygen and favor combus- system. The new apparatus will be ready, it is said, before 
pared only in small quantities, which made it very ex pen- tion (chlorate ahd chromate of potash with sulphide of anti- the end of the year.-Eng. and Min. Journal. 
sive. In 1737 Hellot obtained from 3 oxllOft (about 7UO litt-rs) mony). These matches do not ignite on every surface, but ��- _�u__ .'. I .. 
only 1 ounce of phosphorus, which was then worth 10 ducats only on such as are covered with red phosphorus. Iron Tops not a Protection Cor on Tanks. 

in England and 16 in Amsterdam. Against ordinary matches the very justifiable charge can To the Editor of the Scientific American: 
In the second half of the last century Scheele discovered be made that they are very hazardous as regards fire, and In your paper of July 17, is an article written by D. B. 

that bones consist for the greatest part of phosphate of lime, that the mass is higbly poisonous. Even the health of ope- Mason, of Pittsburg, Pa., in which he states the remedy for 
and thus opened an abundant source for phoRphorus, which ratives:employed in their manufacture is injured; the strictest protecting oil tanks from being struck by lightning has long 
is still in use to-day. In recent times, too, important beds precaution of excluding all workmen with defective teeth is since been solved-the use of iron tops instead of wood
of phosphate of lime have been discovrred. hut. little use; in all match factories there are frequent cases and adds there has never been a tank of oil with iron top 

Since phosphorus has found much technical use it is pre· of phosphorus necrosis, often attended with fatal results. burned by lightning. This was believed to be true until 
pared on a large seale in chemical workR. In its manufac- Besides,how manychildren have been poisoned by phosphorus this season. :afr. M. is sadly mistaken. There were three 
ture either bone-ash or the natural phosphate of lime from matches? Then there are cases where pieces of burning oil tanks in this vicinity (all iron tops) struck by lightning 
the mineral kingdom is employed. Its preparation de· phosphorus fly from a match head and cav.se dangerous or and burned, as well  aR others ill other sections of the oil re
pends on the reduction of phosphoric acid by means of coal fatal burns. gions. 'We would be only too glad to learn of some method 
at a white heat. The neutral phosphates furnished by nature To show the amount of damage done in the last ten yea:'s other than the old theory by which we could protect our 
cannot. be directly employed, since only the acid phos- by the careless use of phosphorus matches we give the esti- property from lightning, as that has been demonstrated be. 
phates are reducible by carbon. To obtain such a reducible mate made by the Ohemiker Zeitung, that in the years 1862 yond a doubt to be a failure. We want information on the 
acid phosphate the ordinary phosphate is covered with dilute to 1871 in<:lusive, ill Germany alone, the damages paid by subject. J. C. M. 
sulphuric acid and warmed. The sulphuric acid deprives public insurance companies for injury done to buildings Bradford, Pa., August 5, 1880. 
the phosphoric acid of two-thirds of its lime, forming with through carelessness with matches amounted to $2,120,000. .. , • , .. 
it an almost iEsoluble sulphate of lime (gypsum), while the Add to this damages to furnit ure and to uninsured build- Mr. Daniel C. Beard tells us of a remarkable feat in gas· 
acid phosphate formed goes into solution and can be sepa· ings the probable slim of $2,250,000, we have for the grand tronomy performed by the huge batrachian whose portrait 
rated from the gypsum by decanting and pressing. The so- total of damage from careless use of phosphorus matches in we presented to our readers some tiL1le since. Then his 
lution is concentrated in leaden vessels, and then mixed with ten years $4,370,000. tidbit was a cOUlman mouse, but now his epicurean t.aste is 
pulverized wood charcoal and heated in clay retorts, at first None of these evils and 'dangers accompany the use of so· to be satisfied only with alligators, not of the largest size to 
gently, then to a strong red heat. These retorts are connected called Swedish matches (invented by Prof. Boett.ger in 1848), be sure, but alligators neverthele�s. Mr. Beard placed an 
with earthen receivers containing water, in which the gaseous since they are lIOt poisonous and only ignite on prepared alligator 1134 inches long in the aquarium occupied by the 
phosphorus is condensed and collected under water. The surfaces. (They ignite when rubbed on smooth porcelain or bull frog. After a brief battle-the bull frog being the 
crude product thus obtained is still very impure, and is puri glazed paper.-1'rans.) Although the use of these is already victor-the process of swallowing the vanquished began, 
fied by repeated distillation in iron retorts. Phosphol'uS very large (in Germany), they are still very far from having and in due course the alligator passed from view. 
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